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According to orders passed by the Kuala Lumpur High Court on Thursday seen by

Reuters, plaintiff of case is Peregrine Aviation Charlie Limited and matter pertains

to two jets leased to PIA by Dublin-based AerCap, the world’s largest aircraft

lessor, in 2015 .(Nawaz Sharif Govt)

They are part of a portfolio that AerCap sold to Peregrine Aviation Co Ltd, an investment unit of NCB Capital, the brokerage

arm of National Commercial Bank SJSC, in 2018. (Shahid Khaqan PMLN govt.)

Impounded Plane,was acquired by PMLN Government in 2015 on Lease

PIA failed to pay the lease & Plane was deemed "Stolen Property" yet Nawaz Sharif Government kept on using this Plane

for next three years.

In 2018,Plane was handed over to PTI govt. by then PM Shahid Khaqan Abbassi

The impounded Plane (sources) is flight PK894 . The Plane registration Number is AP-BMH (Boeing 777).

This Plane was acquired under lease in 2015.

It is operational Since 2016 (PMLN government)

The manufacturer & Lessor details are shown in document below;

Planes certificate of Worthiness & Maintenance since 2016

showing the period of Nawaz Sharif government maintaing this Plane.

Finally;

PTA license issued in 2015 for using Satellite for Navigation.....of course to PMLN government.

To conclude Mafia never pays to anyone hence they Leased/Rented a Plane & refused to pay..

Sparta rest his case...

Note: There is a plethora of documents■

Further Read:

PIA Flight Operation Department (FoD) has admitted some crucial missing features in recently acquired Boeing 777 by

airlines management in an undue haste, deficiencies have been pointed out by engineering department of the airline.
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However it was not explained in the FoD letter No: FLT OPS/TECH/51 dated November 17, 2015 that why these aircrafts

were accepted when some of the missing features make them non compliant with the Civil Aviation requirement of Pakistan.

As per sources the national flag carrier recently acquired 2 Boeing 777 on dry lease option while one with registration

number AP BMG has been delivered and another one AP BMH to join PIA soon.

Boeing777 in question is atleast 10years old as it did its first flight on 13thMay2005 & was leased to VietnamAir till Oct2015

when PIA acquired the aircraft. supposed to be fitted with all facilities before handing over but it seems someone was in

hurry to get aircraft delivery.

Experts question the acquisition of Boeing 777-200 ER in haste from the Vietnam Airlines that have many essential items

and safety measures missing compared to the similar fleet that Pakistan International Airlines is operating.

Letter points out that aircraft lacks on the board performance tool (OPT)

Flight Operation Department however promised that OPT would be given to the crew on their iPad.

Department further pointed out that those crew members that do not have iPad will be provided hard copies.

Experts question this lack of professionalism by PIA that is taking such an important flying input so lightly.

Another missing feature is the absence of surveillance cameras with display in cockpit. This feature is crucial for ensuring

the safety of the passengers.

CAA made it mandatory to install these cameras.Letter states that waiver in this regard has been obtained from

PCAA.Experts regret that such waiver has been granted by the authority which could be a source of embarrassment for both

PIA and CAA if an aircraft is inspected abroad.
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